Her home is a Murray paddle-steamer

Mrs. Collins brought up family of five on river

By JAMES W. MORRIS

In an era of inadequate housing, many Australian families, like the Collins', who lives on a paddle-steamer travelling at eight miles an hour backwards and forwards on the Murray River.

When I was travelling on the Murray recently I suggested to Captain Tracey, of the Murray paddle-boat, that he might give me an interview on the history of the river.

He was much too busy at the time, but I talked to the Collins, who have been on the river for nearly ten years.

Mrs. Collins, now 76, has lived on the river for most of her life, in a houseboat which her husband of five in paddle-boats, and during the years has acted as skipper, fired the boilers, navigated the vessels through rougher and calmer stretches of the river.
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